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One of the three posters I did being on  
Student Government back in Highschool. 
This poster is advertising the “End of the 
Year” Dance for students to enjoy one last 
dance before the school year offical ends 
and summer break begins.

End of the year celebration:



Two of the three posters I did being on  
Student Government back in Highschool. 
This poster is advertising the  
“Masquerade” Dance. Students can come 
buy masks. Enjoy food and drinks. And to 
see everyone else’s colorful  costumes.

Mascarade celebration:



Three of the three posters I did being on  
Student Government back in Highschool. 
This poster is advertising one of the 
schools “Schhol Spirit” Days. Wacky 
Tacky Day, where you dress in mix match 
prints and colors that do not go together. 

Wacky Tacky Day:
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The assignment was created a book 
to showcase typography elements we 
learned. A few examples shown in the  
photos are drop caps, tabs,paragraph 
emphasis, pull quotes and most  
important creating a layout on a grid.

Typebook project:



The calendar was created a to showcase 
how to layout and organized various 
typography problems. In the examples, 
there is a text to photo relationship using 
text wrap. And text to photo relationship in 
terms of visual pairing and play.

Type Calendar project:



This advertisment was created for our  
client, Walgreens and their product; Well 
at Walgreens Tampons. This was a  
typrogrpahy based project using only 
type, a photo of what the actually product 
looks like and the Walgreens logo.

Walgreens tampon ads:
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These magazine advertisment were 
created for Carol’s Daugther. To targeting 
women of color who have damaged hair. 
Advertising the Black Vanilla for revivial of 
dead hair cells and the Monio Ora for that 
has more breakage than reguluar amount.

Carol's Daugther ads:



These advertisments were created for our 
client, Dig Inn. We created public  
transportation advertisments that targeted 
people who need to eat healthier to  
improve their overall physical and  
mental health and well being.

Dig INN ads:
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STAND WITH PLANNED PARENTHOOD
Mission Statment:

Types of Contraception:

To empower individuals to make  
independent and informed decisions 
on their sexual and reprodutice lives.

To provide information, healthcare 
and promote public policies that 
make services avaliable to all. 

To ensure that professional medical 
practitioners, educators, social  
workers and others can provide the 
highest of quality care.

STI Testing + Treatments:
STDs are infections that are passed 
from one person to another during 
vaginal, anal, and oral sex.

Other Services:
Your sexual orientation and gender  
are important parts of who you are.  
Learning more about gender, gender 
identity, and sexual orientation can 
help you understand yourself and the 
world around you.

Contraception:
Birth control is how you prevent  
pregnancy before it begins. There  
are lots of different methods that  
work really well and are easy to use. 

Women’s Health:
You can’t take good care of yourself 
if you don’t take care of your sexual 
and reproductive health. This means 
getting to know your body and getting 
regular check-ups.

Cancer Services:
There are many different types of 
cancer, including cancers that affect 
your breasts and genitals. Cancer can 
often be cured if you find it early and 
get treatment.

The Pill:
91% Effective
Taken once a day The Patch:

91% Effective
Change once a week

The Shot:
94% Effective
Get it every three 
months

The Ring:
91% Effective
Change once a month

The IUD/Implant:
99% Effective
Lasts up to four  
to 12 years

Abortions:
There are two ways of  
ending a pregnancy: 
in-clinic abortion and the 
abortion pill. Both are  
safe and very common.

1%

47%

28%

14%

3%

7%

Information Credit: Plannedparenthood.org

Services Provided

This was a infographic project. The topic 
is Planned Parenthood and it was created 
to let people know what Planned  
Parenthood is, what services they supply 
and offer. As well as notifying everyone 
that it is for all genders and ethnicties. 

Planned Parenthood  
Infographic:
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This project is for Metrobank. A fictional 
bank that I am creating an Annual  
Report for. This includes creation of a 
logo and layout design using various 
information including finanaces, coporate 
messages and members of the faculty.

Metrobank Annual Report:



This is a coporate identity project for Bleu 
Rose. This currently a ficitional resturant 
that serves french and caribbean  
cuisine. The concept is the combination of 
food from two nations while expressing a 
upscale vibe to attract locals in the area.

Bleu Rose Resturant:
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PAID  
SUMMER  

INTERNSHIP
Working In-House at Starbucks,  
because I already work their part-time.  
So I may have a foot in the door. Working 
on packaging at Sterling Brands.Working 
on branding at Wolff Olins. And finding a 
paid summer internship would be nice. 

Future Inttrests:


